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poetry competitions ask that you not include your name on your submission. if they were not 
anonymous, names would inform the choice. in poetry competitions, anonymity is meant to level 
the playing field. 

but what is our playing field? page poetry does not occupy physical space or time. poetry cannot 
be found in a centralized institute or organization. the playing field for poetry is–and should 
always remain–the page.

in/words anonymous is a celebration of the page as a means of self-expression without the biases 
of a name. it is an inquiry into the different ways of being anonymous and acting anonymously. its 
purpose is

to allow everyone to say what they need to say;
to make everyone feel as though their creative energy is worthwhile.

we knew that there was risk involved. that some might use anonymity to voice things they never 
could in the open. if the hours following november 8th gave any indication, hate boils just under-
neath the surface.

we were relieved to find that this was not the case for those who submitted. here you’ll find loneli-
ness, experimentation, memories, and love. 

every submission we received will be rolling out at inwords-anonymous.tumblr.com for the next 
few months. the volume in your hands contains our favourites.

enjoy.

- anonymous

foreword
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saint

summer in ottawa feels like one big joke and every man that touched me wasn’t real
  i start to cry at the greyhound station because my bag is too heavy and my ass is 
sweating 
  i sat beside a mom with 10 purple butterflies tattooed on her back
  that whole next week
  i spat them out in my sleep
the sun only makes me go red and i think i might be turning invisible
 
 for example, i am pitted against snakes
  but they refuse to bite me and kill the snake master instead   
          i am condemned to be hogtied and spit roasted over open flame 
  but everyone in centretown is vegan

                meanwhile, my dad sends me emails about ikea furniture
              he used to buy me slurpees from 7/11 when i was    
                       good
              and now he doesn’t
          
          i am comforted and healed by three angels who eventually decide
  to tie a heavy millstone around my neck and throw me into the rideau canal

the stone, raised by the angels turns, into a purple butterfly 
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you didn’t but if you did it would be like this

shoulder mistakenly lining up with your neck. that’s all the guilt i hoped for. didn’t hear what they 
were saying after. your hair was just everywhere. told myself i couldn’t feel like this. but i feel like 
this. you turned out to be the wild pill rushing through my veins with the blood collected from 
elysium. crowned bullets for the beating hearts of the horses. heard the sirens. blamed myself for 
the fire. and that’s just the oxygen. makes me want to go outside. share the sight of the smoke with 
you before the rain.



sandwichmaker

take me, open water
I’m itching for a swim
race me along our vocabulary and
taunt my resolve, torturer 
you’ve conquered, I’ve heard
do it then spread me like mayonnaise, flour 
under your minotaur hands
burn me up blackened and swallow me whole, you 
smartass, you delicious smartass
fast walker, fast talker, quick on the draw
I run my fingernails over your scalp
peel you reckless into me

I burble your language, I listen
you teach. I decide
there’s something I don’t know 
or worse, there isn’t
pick me up in the kitchen, tell me
I wanted to want you
stuck like a sliver under my skin
come over, I grasp, feed this with 
coal or spit or anything and
don’t   stop
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ode to minneolas

my Tinder date was a grammatical magician, 
experimenting with slight of  ampersand. 

the and, he told me, is thicker than the I. 
he avoided the first person 

singular in his poetry but talked a lot 
about himself. he pulled a subway token 

out of my ear, then asked me to pay for dinner. 
I am feeling very susual, he said. I pictured 

him in a tall striped hat with whispers on his nose. 
I will not fuck  him, no I won’t. I chanted to myself

as we rode to his mount royal pied-à-terroir 
from the expensive resto. we made no convo. 

he said he liked pomo  then ate several tangelos. 
frankly, I prefer minneolas.  he asserted that nothing 

rhymes with orange. I gave him a fern, the sporangium, 
which he folded into a lozenge, and then a balloon 

animal, expressing his penchant for the syllabic 
and oblique.
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ode to other fruits

On a night that was stormy & stupid,
I met a fellow via an online dating service I shall not mention.
He read my clean palm,
said what drugs are you taking,

and proceeded in ways convoluted
to recount the strange tale of his life.
It seems he was abandoned by his spouse,
who was jealous of his love for the citrus.

I’m starting to believe that all blind dates love oranges:

That’s a sign in itself to be nervous,
but other Floridians are more florid.
Some are good and some are quite nasty.
I met a Sarasota man who preferred vegetables,

a Tampa Bay teamster who dined on fried pineapple,
an Orlando aficionado of the pomelo,
a Tallahassee fig fan & a Jacksinville jakinanpe,
who ate solely seedless watermelon
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tea, chai, thé

The tea aisle in Walmart
spills blueberrie and lemon teas
boxes with words like almond
and vanilla bolded in blue
colours are pretty and pastel
like Rococo art which is purely
for decoration this tea
is to make a room smell
like baking cookies and 
an orange cake for those
too lazy to search for a recipe
and spend an hour by the oven
but bleak imitations stay bleak
and it would almost be better
to let the mug cool by the window
than to exert your tongue
in a struggle to find flavour
you might as well drink water
and eat a box of strawberries
all by yourself.
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They coined the name chai tea
because double the tea is too much
for those who enjoy barely flavoured
water double the tea is French classicism
it’s sophisticated and the most
important thing is tea it is the sun
full of heat ginger cardamom clove 
black pepper cinnamon a light brown
liquid for socializing for soothing worries
the universe needs this flavour
like it needed Louis quatorze
some disagree with this some think 
he’s the greatest monarch 
in the world except this 
innocent tea only victimizes 
those who enjoy hot water
that is a choice not a circumstance
of a lowly birth though
insulting pure chai is lowly act
committed by ones who fight
flavour and good taste.

Fruit flavoured tea is for the lazy
masala chai is for those who
know how to enjoy life.
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last impressions of flora

pedicle pedicel pluck my petals,
         pry me open and find the difference.. .

To be a florist,
w/o time,
w/o pressure.

Lambda reaches your wits,
a photosynthetic koan:

blushing
melancholia ___   \

\   \   mustard
plum(p)    /

\ |  
|     
|   pistachio 

: . :  

Oomycete how you spoil delight in 
shower’s blooming bosom;
how will I flourish... 

like morning-glory, ↗ Rise
and pitch-tents on coastal dreams!

where suns don’t set! w/o the cold

Cadens short span spammed by tone-deaf honkers
I hear you blowing south! as per usual,

 desolation is forthcoming. 
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        ___________
|                      |
|__________| 

 no lillies w/o japanese bridge, 1883

Take me back to Giverny! 
I am no longer blind;
I am the florist, a stoned monk 
trapping chromatics in Thoreau’s 

ideas of Nature.           
        To sit below the leaves–

w/ time
w/ pressure

– in their final days of susurrus,
awaiting  winter’s deathly visit.
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untitled 

unhooking from flesh what I thought to be a bug
but was in fact a scab 
opened up a pink hole in my heel
like no other kind of unemployment 

art making is selfish art making is egotistical art making is dumb 
 art making is penniless art making is dead art making is a 
 luxury 

art making is a particularized self-loathing in the confessional



(september 4th)

“Fifty percent of all marriages end–”

(creamy corn  boiled potatoes  pink clouds  normal sounds) 

THE DAY 

(creamy carnage boiled past pink crashes normal smoke) . 

HE LEFT

(past gone and present here and in between a boiled life that crashed and became smoke)

US 

(carnage that creams normal with clouds until it boils a life) 

FOR GOOD

.

“in divorce.”
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aba
baba
gaba

ababa
bababa

gabadaba
bagaba
agab
agb
bag
ag

pa
ga

pa
pa
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a poem about zoe

left handed madness
attack it as it comes, it’s
blue-eyed blandless
baptise me in white rum

one shot for the bad kids
who live under the thumb
we know we feel the magic
beware — she makes you numb
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thief, thief, thieves  

I.      II.      
Dear River, 
you took her and you’ll keep her, but 
Annie wasn’t yours

(says River: I was gentle     I was gentle
and she wasn’t yours either)   and she wasn’t yours either

woman’s body found in     white gallery walls turned
floating the canal found    permafrost urban tundra
body river floating near the    twenty dollar paintings, sold
body found a body in the    again again again again
grab a coat & get  out   slip like snow through her fingers 

River calls privilege     River never tells
come to the bridge and    come to the bridge and
see for yourself     take the plunge  
 the calm cool face of the river   the calm cool face of the river
 asked me for a kiss    asked me for a kiss
will you try to spit me back
River in my lungs     River all around you  
(such a heavy thing to grieve)   such a funny thing, to grieve

Oh what a mess I have left   Oh what a mess I have left 
      to live
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field report

one thing they don’t tell you
when you go on antidepressants
is that you are going to feel good after.

one thing they don’t tell you
is that you will get a job and lose a lover
and it is okay to have good and bad things happen.

one thing they don’t tell you
is that you have to cut the pills in half
and it is going to be a messy powdery pain in the ass.

one thing they don’t tell you
is that the moon looks so big and bright
and you don’t remember how it looked before now
and you worry that something has fundamentally changed about you as a person
and you can’t decide if that is a good or bad thing.

one thing they don’t tell you
is that you will still struggle to love
and make eye contact and find meaning in life.

one thing they do tell you
is that the pills might diminish your sex drive
and as you jerk yourself raw you wish it would happen to you.
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your mother still misses you

your mother feels lost and sometimes she is a mess and I get scared of her
she talks about you a lot, to strangers she meets at the airport
she has outbursts, 
she blows up without warning because who can contain that kind of emotion 
all the time

your mother takes care of your son
she is so proud of him
her son’s son
she takes photos of him while he runs down the aisle
your son is doing well, you should know

your mother holds my hand
when the plane tries to land
the plane shakes with the cross wind and we feel everything inside our stomachs drop
she holds her breath
she asks me to tell her about yoga, because she hears it can help heal grief
the plane is shivering like a scared dog
your mother is trying to look at the sun through the window but she can’t see through the clouds
i think about how i don’t want to die here next to your mother
she holds my hand with a tight grip, she is helpless 
pinned to this plane, on this same stretch of land where
you rose from your seat, years ago, wrenched open the door mid-air
and you jumped, (no one knew you were going to do it) —
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